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THE CREATION OF MAN AND EVOLUT ION 

SCRIPTURE : Genesis 1:24-31 

INTRO: LAST SUNDAY MORNING I BEGAN OUR MESSAGE ON 11 THE ORIGIN 
OF THE WORLD- -CHANCE OR BY SHARING WITH YOU AN ASTON
ISHING EXPERIENCE AT OUR HOME THE NIGHT BEFORE. I TOLD YOU 
HOW I HAD TAKEN A 500 PIECE J IG-SAW PUZZLE, HOW I HAD THROWN IT 
HIGH IN THE AIR AND HOW EVERY PI ECE FELL INTO PERFECT PLACE 
WHEN THEY LANDED ON THE FLOOR. JUST AS I HAD MADE THAT STATE
MENT AND PAUSED A LADY SITTING NEXT TO MY WIFE LEANED OVER AND 
ASKED , 11 DID THAT REALLY HAPP EN ?11 ELIZABETH ANSWERED 11 JUST WAIT 
UNTIL HIS NEXT SENTENCE ! 11 

ONE WOULD BUY CREAT ION BY CHANCE . THEY ALL SUSPECTED . 
THAT IF THE PUZZLE WERE PERFECTLY PUT TOGETHER IT HAD TO BE BY 
CHOI CE. 

THEN WE CONSIDERED TEN IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC FACTS 
ABOUT OUR WORLD AND OUR UNIVERSE WHICH ALL WORK TOGETHER JUST 
RIGHT TO SUSTAIN LIFE. WE CONCLUDED IN LIGHT OF THIS DATA THAT 
CREATION BY CHOICE WAS CERTAINLY NO MORE DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE 
THAN CREATION BY CHANCE. IN FACT SOME OF US MORE SUSPICIOUS 
SOULS FOUND IT EASIER TO BELIEVE IN CREATION BY RATHER 
THAN BY CHANCE. THAT THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED ... 11 THE 
11 WH0 11 OF CREATI ON THE OR THE 11 WHEN 11 ••• 

NOW WE COME TO THE SUBJECT OF THE CREATION OF MAN AND 
EVOLUTION. TWO BASIC THEORIES ARE OFFERED. CREATIONISM, 
FOLLOWING THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT, STATES THAT AFTER GOD HAD 
CREATED ALL OTHER LIFE FORMS 11 AFTER HIS KIND11 (THAT IS, WITHIN 
THE IR SPEC IES ) , THEN GOD CREATED MAN AS A VERY SPECIAL 
SPECIES . 

EVOLUTION STATES THAT ALL LIFE FORMS, PLANT AND ANIMAL, 
EVOLVED FROM ONE ORIGINAL CELL. THAT HIGHER ANIMALS, INCLUDING 
MAN, WERE EVOLVED OUT OF LOWER ANIMALS, THEY OUT OF PLANTS AND 
THEY OUT OF NON- LIVING MATTER. THE STARTING POINT WAS A PRIM
ITIVE NEBULOSITY. 

NOW YOU CAN BELIEVE EITHER BUT BEFORE YOU COME TO 
A CONCLUSION LET US CONS IDER SOME IMPO RTANT FACTS . 

I. MAN IS SPECIAL 

Man is somebody . Man is a special creation of God . Man 
is different. This is an observable fact. Man is different in 
bone structure, in blood, in flesh, in mi nd , i n spi r it, in 
soul. Man is distinct from all the rest of creation . 



1. Different in 
Man is different in his BODY from all that God has made. 

Man walks erect. No other animal walks on only two feet. 
The anthropoid rumbles through the jungle on all fours. Man 
is different different. 
has a hand. No other being has this marvelous gift. What is 
so different about man's hadn? The thumb is in to 
the fingers. (Anthropoid's big toe is in opposition to other 
toes, but only man has a hand.) In contrast notice the fin of 
a fish, paw of a lion, the hoof of a horse, the claw of the 
eagle. Only man has a hand. 
2. Different in D 

Man is different in his MIND. Man has the power 
w.: You have the power of _ You can invent things. 
Have you ever tried to teach geology to an elephant? Or, 
astronomy to an eagle? Or, theology to a dog? You might as 
well talk to an inanimate object--a rock. Yet, you can teach 
all of these things to the earth. 
You tel ] him, and he will begin to understand. That makes a 
man different from all other creation. He has the ability to 
reason, to learn, to work out problems. 
3. Different in CE 

Man has a CONSCIENCE, a 
is no other being of creation which has a 
will not return to the butcher shop the meat which he has 
stolen, will it? ould o for stealing 
a bit of something? Of course not. Te e not -
ponsible. You are, because God made you di fferent. 
4. Different in PIRIT 

Man is different because he has a SPIRIT. 
into nostrils the breath of life, and man became a 

living soul." This was not said of any other thing in creatior 
That gives you a moral nature, and makes man responsible. This 
means that man is superior to the rest of creation. Man was 
created last. Man was also given _ . 
God said unto man s bd• it: and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the 
air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth." 
(Genesis 1:28). Tbe difference between man and other creation 
is not one of degree only but kind. Man is a special crea
tion of God. God made him different from the rest of the 
creatures. J-
mi ghty. YOU have to "consi der the s arrow." The sparrows do 
not consider themselves. They are but dumb, unconscious de
pendents upon divine bounty. But, as you consider that sparro½ 
it can speak to you of God's providence, of His care. You 
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can know God. You are morally responsible before God. You 
are different from the rest of creation. The animals were 
created before man. Yet, they have left us no ey 
have written no history ' built no cities, fashioned no lan
guage. Though man is the last of all God's creation, ,t 1s 
only man that has written history, built the tombs of the 
ancients, developed great languages, scratched his triumphs 
in stone, Why? Because man is different from the rest . 

ex lain t · f T ere are two ex ana-
tions. 

II. ALTERNATE EXPLANATIONS 
1. There is the ICAL or G EI x lanation of man. God I 

says that man is a product of divine intelligence, an immediate 
act of his creator. Man is different because made him dif
ferent. all the rest of creation because 
God said it should be. God made man different in bod mind 
and spirit; made him for sonship to the Almighty. Man is not 
only another creature, but is made also 
with Almighty God. 

The UIION RY. 
is this theory? Darwin in his book 11 The Origin of the 

page 523, says, 11 Analogy would lead me to 
that all life--animal, fowl, and plant-has descended from some 
one prototype. All organisms start from a common origin. From 
some such beginning the intermediate forms of both animals and 

have developed. All organic beings that ever lived 
on earth be descended from some one primordial form. 11 What 
does this mean? 
(1) It is an hypothesis a theor only. Darwin in all of his 
writings did not say, 11 This is so. 11 e said himself, 11 It may 
be so. 11 11 It might be. 11 Remember that Darwin wrote only a 
theory ... an hypothesis. 
(2) Secondly, just what does this theor sa1? 
years ago, there was nothing but a 1 s 
earth. Everything was r. 
by natural forces onl , this l matter ave 
first . F at ce 11 __ __ 
mals and mammals and plants, etc., that have ever lived. This 
is stupendous! It is th-takin ! It is 

In the long unwritten past there was no lie. Then sud-
denly in that swamp, e 11 11 and life began. That's 
stupendous! It is amazing! 
cannot believe the Bible account of creation? It denies tha 
this mass of lifeless matter was acted upon by any outside 
force. If you strain at swallowing the Biblical record 
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gag 
Cronin's 

11 of a zoo log i l ec tur i ng 
club on the origin of the world. After 

a frankl atheistic icture of how the pounding, 
pre-historic seas had enerated by hys10-chemica 
a pulsating scum from which there emerged the fir rota-

. , one boy said, "Excuse me, sir. You have ex-
plained how those big waves beat upon the shore, but how did 
all the water get there in the first place?" The question is 
relevant. How did it get there in the first place? 

III. PROBLEMS POSED BY THE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY 
1. S ntaneous Generation 

u 1ona t h is that 
any outside help. This is the production of life from 

nothing. A genesis without Evolution says that many 
millions of years ago out of muddy murk some micro
scopic nucleated cell of wiggled. From this wiggle 
we have all of the life in this world today. This is called 

generation." 
/ In the latter 1800's Louis Pasteur had roved once and for 

all that there was no such thing as spontaneous genera 10n. 
Anything that is made sterile remains forever sterile. Gen
eration of life can only come from the impregnating of life 
on the part of another life. Yet, if vou believe in the 
Darwin theory of evolution you have to believe in t hi s: that 
without life, life somehow e atin proverb 
true- 11 

volution has o s 
l ife. T e sa tha 
trace a backward to his source ... monke , 

s, i ·tive sharks, nse mented w 
Suppose you can trace man backward rough all of 

these to the Amoeba? Where do you go from thee? What then? 
enerat This is no an wer to the 

genesi s of life. For one has a perfect right "Where 
did all the water come from in the first place?" 
you stand b · You say that No. 10 was 
knocked over by No. 9, and 9 by No. i, and so on to No.1. 
What knocked over book No. 1? Something had to pu hit. Some 
outside started it fa 11 i ·· 
2. n O S 

To believe in this theory of evolution, you have to also 
believe in the transmutation of the species: development of 
life from the lower to the higher forms 
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which cuts across species. 
ILLUS: Suppose, on your way to work you ass a vacant lot 
every day. One day you notice a two-c linder as buggy on this 
lot. You ask an old man nearby how it got there, w. ere 
itcome from. He says he doesn 1 t know, but one day he heard a 
sputter and a sput and behold, a two-cyl i nder gas buggy. Then 
a week passes and one day your eyes focus themselves not on a 
gas buggy, but on a new · e · t-c l i nder Ford car on this 
lot. You ask 11 Where did this thing come from? 11 The old man 
says, 11 Well, that old gas buggy was sputtering and one day it 
gave a cou hand there was the new shiny car. I think 
it was the ortui tcus concourse of It just got here. 11 

Then, suppose that weeks later, even as you are watching it, 
that car be ins to s rout wins, and the becomes a jet 
airplane. How is this?· The evolutionist answers, 11 just the 
fortuitous concourse of atoms .. . it just evolved. 11 But that is 
not all. hile ou watched tat jet i be_ga to grow 

and the engine grew into a heart, and the as tanks be
came lY.u.9.s, and the wheels became feet. Then, all of a sud en 
it gives a roar like a wild beast, an runs into the wilderness. 
That is evolution! It is not only the mutation within a spe- . 
cies, but it is also transmutation ... the airplane 1 s growing 
of hair, and developing of feet. That without any 
outside forces, by the resident powers inherent within; a 
two-cylinder gas buggy can turn into a wi ld beast . You think 
this is funny? So do I. How can we believe these things? 
Evolution says have to be in with the gas buag and with
out any intelligent bei ng, and without any outside forces, 
with only the powers inherent in that it evolves into 
something greater until it de arts from thats ecies and it 
grows the and the arms and the legs of a wild ear . 
--NOTE: What does the BIBLE ay? Genesis 1:24-25-- 11 And God 
said, Let the earth bring or the living creature AF.JER HIS 
KIND, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth AFTER 
HIS KIND: and it was so. And God made the beasts of the earth 
AFTER HIS KIND, and cattle AFTER THEIR KIND, and every thing 
that creepeth upon the earth AFTER HIS KIND: and God saw that 
it was good. 11 God says that to animate things He gave the 

of Genesis; of creation, 11 after his kind, 11 

Professor Edward Conklin of Princeton University said, 
11 never has it been demonstrated that the l1m1ts of a species 
has ever been passed. 11 In an attempt to prove their theory of 
transmutation of species, evolut1on1sts, about 65 years ago, 
e an o ex er1men on e ru1 y-- e rosop 1 a. 

They 1 scovere a expos e mamma ruit to the X
ray, the production of offspring and varieties was speeded up . 
So they said, ''Here is a perfect example. 11 Instead of having 
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to wait hundreds of years we will just take this fruit fly 
and prove t ransmutation of the species exposing t hem t o 
the For 65 years the poor fruit fly has been X- r ayed . 
More than 1,500 generations . Has it become a bumblebee? A 
Junebug? What has happened? I have to report this to you. 
Alas, has always become just another fruit fly. Some of them 
have red eyes and some of them have black eyes . Some of them 
have little wings and some of them have big wings, but all of 
t hem were the Drosophi la, t he fruit f ly. Nobody has yet 
proved the t ransmutati on of the species . 

his · or stabilit of the is the law of God .. 
"after The of aw is the blind alle 
of evolution. I t the Rubicon which cannot be crossed. 

Ethridge, Paleontologist of the British Museum says, 
"There is not one iota proof in any museum 
mutat i on of the 

Evolution has no answer for the genesis of life, nor fo r 
the development of life. 
3 . 11 • i n Li nk 

e evolutionists have endeavored 
to find the That is a fossil or skeleton 
an animal that is half man and half ape--a form of l i fe that 
br idged the gap between speci es . 

e onl "miss· · 11 i e e e a e artists' 
conceptions of how the bi ological evolut i onis t thinks the ape
man must have looked . No one has ever found a complete skel e
ton fossil of a t ransi ti onal Let us notice some of 
"missing l inks. " 
(1) N (the Hi spero Pithecus ) . The Greek words 
for and for 11 ape . 11 So, the "Nebraska Man, 11 the 
a e-man that came at the end oft e , just before 
man began to evo 1 ve. l in the sands of 

driver bed in Nebras (hence the name , Nebraska Man), a 
o Now get 

this. From that single tooth the evolutionaries have pictured 
a complete fossil of our human ancestry . 

· Grafton Smith of the British Museum, was 
America to look at this tooth that was found. s 
e n to a ear in the London News of an ancient ape-man. 

This was Mr. conception o what the ancient ape-man 
looked like. And all this f rom a tooth ! 

r. William Gre or called this 
tooth . This was a tooth of a man t 
tiona,ry tree , the Evening Ape, 

le el eton was du 
tooth . 
(2) What about the JAVA APEMAN? (P ithecanthropus Erectus.) 
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This means the 11 ape-man who stands up. 11 

supposed to have been more than 00 years a 
Apeman was estimated to be O ears old. He ape 
that ste closer in the evolutionar rocess to 
man. The ape has learned to stand erect. • u b 

ician with the Dutch Army stationed in Java, found the 
Java Apeman . T · · 11 • · e-
twee n the ant h ro o i d a • nd? 
A iece of the to of his skull. In school science 
book is a picture of what the artis Ape-man 
looked like , ou o at t ut 
to be? k 

_Dr . Erik Wassermanin his 11 Modern Biology and the Theory 
of Evolution" says, 11 The whole hypothetical pedigree of man 
is not supported by a single fossil genus of a si ngle fossi l 
species. 11 

Professor Virchow of Berlin University said, 11The apeman 
has no exis t ence and t he missing link remains a phantom. 11 

Professor Wi 11 i am Strauss said , 11 Forms i be
tween the human and primat e groups, papularly called missing 

are as conspicious by thei r absence now as t hey were 
100 years ago . 11 

Randal Short of Br istol University said, ''The 
farther we look f or ea r ly man, the more l ike ourse l ves 
he appear s to be. 

IV. THE ANSWER OF GEOLOGY 
alm 19:1 The heavens declare t he glory of God and the 

earth showeth hi s handiwor k. 
What does GEOLOGY say? Waht have we found in the rocks? 

re are six ages of the rocks : Azoic, Archeozoic , Proterozoic, 
Paleozoic, esozoic, an e c. Fortunately there are pl aces 
on the earth where the str ata of t he rock is laid bare, for our 
examination . The Grand Canyon is an example. 
(1 & 2) What do the rocks say? In the first two rock peri ods, 
the Azoic and the Archeozoic, there was no life at all, just 
the rock strata . This is exactly what Genesis 1 says . It was 
then formless and void. 
(3) The next geological age , the Proterozoic, shows fossil s 
of raindrips and wave ripples . That's exactly what God sa id 
in Genesis 1:6-7-- 11 And God said, let there be a fi rmament i n 
the midst of the waters and let it divide the waters from t he 
waters. And God made the firmament, and divided the waters 
which were under the f irmament from the waters which were above 
the firmament: and it was so. 11 
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(4) The Paleozoic Age--the fourth age. 
In t hese strata of rock are found fossils of protozoa, sponges, 
corals, sea cucumbers, lamp-shells, crustacea and fossils of 
sea life . That's exactly what God said in Genesis 1:8-9--
11 Arid God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered to
gether unto one place, and let the dry land appear and it was 
so. 11 So that the initial act of creation of life did not come 
until the fourth geologica l age. 
(5) Then the Carboniferous period. In t hi s peri od we di scover 
the imprints of vegetation. Ferns, stalks, leaves. This is 
exactly what God said came next in Genesis 1:11-- God 
said, Let the earth bring for th grass, herb yielding seed, 
and the fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon 
the and II 

(6) In the last age, the Pliocene Age the land animals. 
Genesis 1:24-25 . Noto e in all the years since Darwin 
has a sin le intermediar fossil been found. of , t. 
Am n all the of the world, not one fossil has been 
found to prove Darwin's theory. No one found a s, ng e 
fossil of a ha1f-formed great wha l e, or a half-formed mammal. 

say exactly the sa e t 1 n at 
Genesis 1 s t tor of 

· mediate creation. Suddenl the scientists 
bursts forth life in all of its forms . The fossil s 

of coral and al ae found in the rocks the same as t he 
living specimens found today . The mos uito fossil trappe in 
the moss agate is the same as the kind that bites you to ay. 

e fossil of the ant tra ed in amber is the same today. The 
rassho cau ht in an ancient lacier is the same today. 

There has not been found a singe transitional form. Rather 
there was an abrupt and complete appearance of life . The 
ocks sa there was a reat creation . The rocks say t ere 

was a great creator.> Now which wil you believe ? The re
cord of the rocks or record of the evolutionists ? The 
record of the Bible, or the improvable theor ies of man? 
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CREATION · OF EVOLUTION 
. . . . . 

USED: 1/24/82 am FBC, San Angelo, 



I. What are some representative methods of approaching the 
problem of evolution? 

1. Non-theistic evolution 
--General definition: The process in nature is from the 

simple to the complex . It overleaps the bounds of 
species. Higher animals, including man, were evolved 
out of lower animals, they out of plants, and they 
out of non-living matter. The starting point was a 
primitive nebulosity . 

2. evolution 

(1) Evolution became simply the methodology used by God 
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to bring to pass the various forms of life. Instead of 
creating anew with e a ch species, God used what He had 
already completed as the basis for the next step in the 
creative plan. Theis ts who have adopted such a view 
have usually held tha t the "days" of Genesis I 
represent long periods of time or eras. Such an 
interpretation as thi s would be in keeping with the 
order in which plant and animal fossils are said to be 
found. 

(2) who 
vie fln.-i::: 

te y 
v:'ty. 
servative Christian affirmation 

creative ac t ivity and whatever hypothesis 
seems to best fit the facts as to method and time. 
Such men as A.H. Str ong and James Orr have taken this 
position. 

3. Summary of views held contemporary evangelicals 

(1) Fiat, immediate creat ionism 
--Creative activity is generally viewed as having taken 

place simultaneously or at least within a comparatively 
short period of time , certainly not through a process 
nor over a span of t i me involving millions of years. 

(2) Theistic evolution has already been defined. E. Y. 
Mullins has suggested two difficulties in supposing 
an animal origin for man's body: 

A. One is the wide chasm between the human brain 
and that of the highest animals below man. 

B. The other is the necessary relation between 
brain formation and the indwelling mind. To 
take a human brain and put into it an animal 
body seems impossible. 

(3) Progressive creationism 
- -NOTE: Nature depends upon God for her origin. 

A. Outline of the view 



(A) There is the concept in the mind of God, 
these forms correspond to the blueprints of 
the construction engineer. 
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(B) This is followed by a sovereign and fiat act 
of creation God. There were several acts 
of fiat creation in the history of the earth, 
and this clearly differentiates this view 
from theistic evolution. 

(C) After this comes the process, or derivative 
creation. God creating fiatly and 
sovereignly outside of Nature now turns the 
task of creation over to the Holy Spirit who 
is inside Nature. The Spirit knows what is 
the divine blueprint. If dry land is to 
appear, the Spirit sets those laws of geology 
to work which will produce dry land. If the 
seas are to swarm with fish the Spirit 
initiates whatever is necessary for that to 
be realized . In the process of time the 
Spirit working through-and-through Nature, 
the command of God is fulfilled. 

B. Summary of the v iew 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Genesis I r ecords the broad outline of the 
successive creative acts of God. 

There may be much horizontal radiation. But 
there is n o vertical radiation. 
radiation i s only by fiat creation. 

Both Genesi s and biology start with the null 
and void, both proceed from the simple to the 
complex, and both climax with man. 

C. Thi s view bes t a ccounts f o r all the facts: 
biological, geol ogical and Biblical. 

II. What are some evanqelical methods of correlating the 
evidence of anthropology concerning ori gin of man with 
the biblical teachings? 

1. symbolic view 

The account of creati on is essentially symbo1ic. The 
Genesis account is theologically true, but this 
inspired truth is set forth in allegorical or 
figurative literary structure. Man became truly man at 
that point in his evolution when he became self
reflective. 

This version would be that physical forms similar to 
man were created inst antaneously and then lived in 
early times. Although they had rationality as 
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indicated by cultural remains, they did not have a free 
moral agency, nor were they eternal spiritual beings. 
Then at some point in time, God created, 
instantaneously and in H's own ultural image, the 
man Adam. , 

3 . The early Adam view 

to harmonize rather well with 
evidence of great antiquity for fossil man. 
Adam a soul instantaneous y at a 
in time, and that time the physica 

man has considerably in time. 




